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The stock market crash of 2020 began on Monday, March 9th with 
one of history's largest point plunge, 19.3%, for the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average (DJIA).

It was followed by two more record-setting point drops: 9.99% on 
March 12th and 12.93% on March 16th. Cumulatively, these three 
sessions constituted the worst point drops in U.S. history. These 

events were initiated by THE CONTRARIAN.

Sunny Bello is THE CONTRARIAN. Sunny enacts revenge on the Big 
Pharmaceutical Companies and on the largest Wall Street Pension 
Firm for destroying his Biotech company, RNA, which was on the 

verge of creating the COVID-19 vaccine.

Sunny reaps enormous benefits from his newly created Biotech 
Exchange Trade Fund (ETF) called Federal Unilateral Primary 
Market (FUPM). He is now a billionaire and a real threat to his 

enemies: suddenly, they fear him.

Sunny loses his way as he battles for supremacy but life has a funny 
way of keeping you in check. He realizes that he is no longer the 

solution for society’s ills. He turned his back on the reason he began 
his biochemist journey, to help his fellow man.

Sunny has to find his way back...



The Comparables

Gross (US & Canada):
$70,300,000

Gross (World):
$133,400,000

Gross (US & Canada):
$75,700,000

Gross (World):
$136,500,000

Gross (US & Canada):
$116,600,000 (Infl. Adj.)

Gross (US & Canada):
$116,900,000
Gross (World):
$392,000,000



The International Screenwriters’ 
Association Says:

“The character work here in fabulous. There is no question that these 
characters are rich and layered and very authentic…. The story has a lot 
of engaging bits and pieces. It has great levels of the protagonist, the light 
within, and the antagonist and the darkness there. It highlights the gamut 

of everything in between and showcases all those gray areas and the 
problem with America, the stock market, and the 1%. It peels back that 

layer and lets an audience go inside it and see how those meetings go, how 
those boardroom deals happen, and where all that intention is.”
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Actors Confirmed

Bruce Baek
- Monarch: Legacy of Monsters 

(Apple TV+)
- The Flight Attendant (HBO Max)

Sen Monro
-Citadel (Prime Video)

Paul Borghese

- The Irishman (2019)
- 61* (2001)

Dan Lauria
- The Wonderful Years (ABC)

- The Good Doctor (ABC)
- The Goldbergs (ABC)

- This Is Us (NBC)
- The Way Back (2020)

- Station 19 (ABC)

Steve Garvey
- Arli$$ (HBO)

- Baywatch (NBC)
- The Sandlot 2 (2005)

- The Young and Restless (CBS)
- Fantasy Island (ABC)

- MLB LA Dodgers



Actors for Consideration

Kurt Russell Wyatt Russell

Joe Mantegna Don Johnson
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